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• Put their name in the holds queue
• Go to another library 
• Go to a local bookstore or online book vendor 
and order a personal copy
• Continue to try ILL with mixed results





• Assumption 1: Librarians want to get what the 
patron needs, whatever way they can (e.g., 
purchase, lend, ILL).
• Assumption 2: Even though we know that it 
costs more money to fill a request than to 
cancel it, we would rather have a fill then 
‘save’ money through cancelling.
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Options
• Put their name in the holds queue
• Go to another library 
• Go to a local bookstore or online book vendor 
and order a personal copy
• Continue to try ILL with mixed results








Popular items are 
both: 
1. heavily requested 
at libraries 




















• Save $7 in Borrowing costs 












– Run circ/holds and ILL reports to determine any 
additions to the database
– Remove unreliable lenders
– Remove titles that are not requested anymore
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